
Red Wine

Gamay

Biodynamic, Sustainable, Vegan-Friendly

Dry

Light Bodied

750ml

13% alc./vol

Stéphane Aviron Beaujolais
Villages 2019
Beaujolais, France

$18.95 per bottle  ($227.40 per case) 

12 bottles per case

Q U A N T I T Y

Only 10 items in stock!

Light & Bright
Stéphane Aviron is considered a pioneer is his

approach to winemaking in Beaujolais, however

he would just tell you that he’s simply returning

to the traditional practices that have always

made fantastic Gamay wines. Sustainable

viticulture, extremely old vines and classic

Burgundian techniques.

This Gamay is made from 50+ year old vines

which give it an extraordinary concentration of

fruit and a true essence of the terroir of the

region. The wine shows itself to be full of

complexity and charm at the same time. It is so

full of freshness and easy-drinking with fruity

and floral notes of strawberry and spice.

Pair with just about anything or enjoy on its on

as an aperitif.
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Nicholas Pearce Wines

About the Winery
Stéphane Aviron
Stéphane Aviron can be considered a pioneer in his approach to

winemaking in Beaujolais, however he would just tell you that he’s simply

returning to the traditional practices that have always made fantastic

Gamay wines. Sustainable viticulture, extremely old vines and classic

Burgundian techniques. He focuses on the Beaujolais village crus, all but

forgotten gems of vineyards when the nouveau craze took over, which are

the best sites for unique, expressive and terroir driven wines. All of the fruit

is sourced from old vines (40+ years), so seeing Vieilles Vignes on the label

is a rite of passage, not a privilege. Authenticity and a distinctly Beaujolais

style of winemaking is what sets Stéphane apart from the rest.
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